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Who is JWC and how was the One Last Wish Foundation created? Discover the tragic story behind

a struggle for survival against impossible odds. Follow the interwining story of true love and

friendships that compelled JWC to dedicate a life and legacy to helping others in this extraordinary

novel of hope.You don't know me, but I know about you.... I can't make you live longer, I can't stop

you from hurting. But I can give you one wish, as someone did for me....From the Paperback

edition.
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I remember the first time I read this book.....I was 14 and I had decided to devote my summer to

reading every Lurlene McDaniel book written. Now at 28 I have read and reread this book a dozen

times. Every time I am brought to tears by the love of Richard and Jenny, laugh at the antics of the

four musketeers, and am amazed by the story of the mysterious JWC. The One Last Wish series is

one of my favorites and to read about how the foundation came to be and who JWC was and how



she fits into the other stories.If you are a fan of Lurlene McDaniel like me then this is a must read....If

you are just finding this amazing author for the first time this is a must read. And when you finish this

book make sure to read the rest of the series to see how JWC blesses the lives of others and how

their stories end... Like Lurlene Mc Daniel says ....With every ending comes a new beginning.

Lurlene Mc Daniel has a great way about providing uplifting, thought- provoking, inspirational yet

informational stories for teen readers. This one has a bit of a historical aspect as well...what was it

like dealing with the horrors of childhood cancer 30 years ago?We've come a long way, but have

further to go...and will through the grace of God.

The best one last wish book I have read! I love it so much! I cried like a baby so many times!

Lurlene Mcdaniel has written an extremely wounderful book called "One Last Wish". Themes of

discovering the tragic story behind a struggle for survival against impossible odds. The novel is

written in first person narrative style by a character named Jenny Crawford. Who is Jenny

Crawford? A 16 year old girl who struggles for survival and understands the love and friendships

that develop into a legacy of giving. Falling deeply in love, Jenny dosen't really tell Richard Holloway

the way she really feels about hime. Closer do they become after finding out that Jenny's life is

completly destroyed with leukemia. Though towards the end of the story Jenny learned that

suffering does not respect people and who they are. Knowing that she only had little time to

live,Jenny made her grandmother promise to make sure she made out her will. She wanted to leave

something meaningful behind. A special trust fund of one hundred thousand dollars, for other sick

teenagers. Which she called it her "One Last Wish". As I read the story it made me feel all the pain

Jenny had to go through, and even though she had leukemia Richard didn't care, and admired her

with all his heart. Besides all the extreme characters,I really enjoyed reading this novel by Lurlene

Mcdaniel. The imagery in this story gives you an exact picture in your mind, anthor good reason why

I enjoyed reading this story. The story could have been better if the author would of let us know

what Richard Holloway ended up doing in his life. After reading the pain Jenny had struggled with it

was disapointing to read that she passed away. Reading this story makes you realize whats good in

life, and the things you should appriciate. The narrator draws you into the world of Jenny Crawford,

which is what a good novel is all about.

Lurlene Mcdaniel has written an extremely wounderful book called "One Last Wish". Themes of



discovering the tragic story behind a struggle for survival against impossible odds. The novel is

written in first person narrative style by a character named Jenny Crawford. Who is Jenny

Crawford? A 16 year old girl who struggles for survival and understands the love and friendships

that develop into a legacy of giving. Falling deeply in love, Jenny dosen't really tell Richard Holloway

the way she really feels about hime. Closer do they become after finding out that Jenny's life is

completly destroyed with leukemia. Though towards the end of the story Jenny learned that

suffering does not respect people and who they are. Knowing that she only had little time to

live,Jenny made her grandmother promise to make sure she made out her will. She wanted to leave

something meaningful behind. A special trust fund of one hundred thousand dollars, for other sick

teenagers. Which she called it her "One Last Wish". As I read the story it made me feel all the pain

Jenny had to go through, and even though she had leukemia Richard didn't care, and admired her

with all his heart. Besides all the extreme characters,I really enjoyed reading this novel by Lurlene

Mcdaniel. The imagery in this story gives you an exact picture in your mind, anthor good reason why

I enjoyed reading this story. The story could have been better if the author would of let us know

what Richard Holloway ended up doing in his life. After reading the pain Jenny had struggled with it

was disapointing to read that she passed away. Reading this story makes you realize whats good in

life, and the things you should appriciate. The narrator draws you into the world of Jenny Crawford,

which is what a good novel is all about.

This book reveals the mystery behind JWC, the founder of the One last wish foundation. Even

though I knew some things about this book already because I read She Died too Young first by

mistake, it didn't spoil this book which is my favourite of all of Lurlene McDaniel's books. It was

slightly different from her otheras because it was longer, which was good as it gave you more time

to get into the story.It follows the story of Jenny and Richard, starting just before Jenny is diagnosed

with leukiema. This book has a very sad ending, but you are made to see that their is still hope left

in Jenny's legacy of One Last Wish and Jenny House. It has also made me look at the other books

in the series in a different way, the letter seems to mean more, for example. I think this is a book

that lots of different people could like and I defintely recommend it.
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